
 

 

"Delivering Excellent Customer Experience in a Dynamic Business Landscape" 

Business landscapes are known to be dynamic, especially in the era of technological advancement. 

Technological advancements have created huge opportunities for marketers to tackle complex problems and to 

create a certain marketing value. History also helped us illustrate that each disruption comes around technological 

advancements builds up new markets that had not exist—and in reality that no one might have foreseen some time 

recently the advancement itself occurs. Leaders of future-oriented companies must accentuate on investment, 

innovation, and adaptability in technology as a mandate. At the same time, marketers should be aware that the 

true winner in the real-world competition is determined by how their technology progresses. Furthermore, 

companies should be able to respond and move expediently, keeping up consistency in all perspectives, and 

progress its competencies appropriately with external changes. Those need to decidedly maintain with 

development that fits with the humane side of its customers. 

Customer-experience is believed to be one of a key factor of a business success. It is a process of engaging 

and maintaining interaction between organizations with their customer.  “Delivering a great customer experience” 

turned out to be a top strategic objective based on a survey by Bloomberg Businessweek. An overwhelming 95% 

of executives say that great customer experience is critical to their success. Consistent with analyst firm Gartner’s 

findings, nearly 90% of executives say they compete on the basis of customer experience. Therefore, having a 

prominent customer experience is important to achieve a business success. 

Many businesses are coming to understand that how an organization delivers its values and experiences 

to customers is as important as the product or service it provides. But for companies willing to make the customer 

experience as a strategic priority, adopting a customer-centric mind-set can be a struggle. There are sometimes 

fatal mistakes, which can take a number of forms: lapses in vision, difficulties in securing cross-functional 

alignments, disabilities in linking value to customers, biased experiences, misguided investments, and design 

errors, for example. Understanding how to recognize and avoid them can dramatically improve the likelihood that 

your organization will reap the benefits of a customer-centric transformation.  

Companies reform their design by adjusting with recent technologies, yet they neglected to focus on – or 

contributed in – the perspectives of customer experience, which is foremost important. The gap between what 

customers expected and the fulfilment of what they get is too wide. To close this gap, marketers or companies 

need to find the bright spot, where technology complements the human element of customer experience without 

creating any new frustration. This is an opportunity for companies to discover further on.  

Here are insights which are possible to be futher discovered and exceptionally important for frontrunners 

companies to keep up in dynamic circumstances  

1. In prior years, great customer experience was an aspiration with only a handful of companies and industries 

leading the charge. Progressive companies were doing their best to implement processes that incorporate 

human insights into business decisions— adopting a customer-centric mindset— but only one in five 

companies was delivering a great customer experience. This year, customer experience has been the main 

focus for most companies. 

2. Rather than focusing solely on customer’s purchasing behaviors and preferences or relatively fixed attributes, 

companies that offer relevant experiences focus on understanding customers’ needs in a given circumstance 

and the evolving context in which they make their purchase decisions. 

3. Companies are presently coming to a point where they have a strong understanding of the value of human 

experiences and are effectively working to actualize human experiences into regular forms and culture. 

4. Companies are committed to convey the experiences that were expected by its customer. Maintaining great 

level of expectations by dispense irrelevant and lousy reputation should be taken notice by companies. 

5. Companies’s commitment to convey the experiences that were guaranteed and assembly customers’ 

expectations is foremost. Companies get it their standard level of trust and dispense with issues or irrelevant 

offers that degrade from the trust remainder. 

6. Speed. Convenience. Consistency. Friendliness. Lastly one enormous connector: human touch, has become 

a critical factor in creating excellent customer experience. 

 



 

 

7. Companies not only improved the customer experience dramatically, but also reduced call volumes by 12 

million calls about 20 percent of the total customer call services. 

Questions 

Regarding the issues around customer experience and their involvement in the present business environment there 

are some critical questions that can be essential to be answered and developed, such as: 

1. What are critical factors that will help companies in delivering a seamless customer experience?  

2. How companies can further improve their effectiveness and creativity in improving their customer experience? 

3. What are the considerations of customer in learning and understanding the customer experience? 

However, the critical questions above are just a glimpse of what we are able to discuss and explore. Your curiosity 

and ability to further research and analyze regarding this topic are remarkably vital to generate great ideas and 

solutions for your paper. 

Delivering excellent customer experiences should be highlighted and be taken seriously by companies 

in near future. Resilient marketing strategy that are capable of delivering these customer experiences in this 

dynamic—but yet interesting—business landscape will be a prominent tool to determine whether companies will 

be able to strive or be left out in the cold. 


